Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to generalize two results in a recent paper by B. J. Tomiuk and the author. Let A be a B*-algebra and M (A) the algebra of double centralizers of A. We show that A is a dual algebra if and only if M(A) coincides with A**. We also obtain that if A is an annihilator /l*-algebra, then ta(A) ls a two-sided ideal of ^4**.
Notation and preliminaries.
Notation and definitions not explicitly given are taken from Rickart's book [9] .
For any subset P of a Banach algebra A, let 1(E) and r(E) denote the left and right annihilators of E in A, respectively. Then A is called an annihilator algebra if, for every closed left ideal M and for every closed right ideal N, we have r(M) = (0) Let A be a Banach algebra, A* and A** the conjugate and second conjugate spaces of A, respectively. The Arens product on A** is defined in stages according to the following rules (see [l] ). Let x, yEAJEA*,F,GEA**. (b) Define G of by (G of)(x)=G(fox). Then G ofEA*.
(c) Define Po G by (Fo G)(f) = F(G of). Then P o GEA**.
A** with the Arens product o is denoted by (A**,o). Let A be a semisimple Banach algebra. A pair (Pi, T2) of operators from A to A is called a double centralizer on A provided that x(Piy) = (T2x)y for all x, y in A. It has been shown that Pi and T2 are continuous linear operators on A such that Ti(xy) = (Pix)y and T2(xy) = x(T2y) for all x, y in A. The set M(A) of all double centralizers on A is a Banach algebra with identity and A can be identified as a subalgebra of M (A) (see [3] ).
In this paper, all algebras and spaces under consideration are over the complex field C.
2. Double centralizers of P*-algebras. Let A be a P*-algebra and (^4**, o) its second conjugate space with the Arens product. It is well known that A is Arens regular and iA**, o) is a 5*-algebra (see [4, p. 869, Theorem 7.1] ). Since A has an approximate identity, A** has an identity / by [4, p. 855, Lemma 3.8] . Let MiA) he the algebra of double centralizers of A. By [3, p. 81, Theorem 2.11] , MiA) is a .B*-algebra with identity.
Lemma 2.1. Let A be a B*-algebra. Then MiA) is isometrically *-isomorphic to a subalgebra of iA**, o).
Proof. Let 7r be the canonical mapping of A into A** and let Q = {FE A**:ttÍx)oF andFoirix) E *iA) for all x G A}.
It is clear that Q is a closed *-subalgebra of A** containing the identity element / of A**. Let T=iTu T2)EMiA) and let {xa} be an approximate identity of A. Since {7r(7\xa)} is bounded, by Alaoglu's Theorem it has weak limit points in A**. Let T[EA** be a weak limit point of {iriTiXa)}. Since (Jixa)x = ri(xax), we have
for all/G^4* and xG^4-Since by Goldstine's Theorem 7r(^4) is weakly dense in A**, it follows from (2.1) and the semisimplicity of A** that T'i is unique. Similarly {tt^x,,) } has a unique weak limit point T'2 such that tt(x) o r2=7r(r2x). Since x(Tiy) = iT2x)y for all x, yEA, it follows that ?r(x) o T[=iriT2x) and T2 ott(x) = 7r(rix). Now let r = i(Tl + Tí) iT = (tu Ti) G MÍA)).
Then easy calculations show that tt(x) o r'=7r(r2x) and T' o w(x) = tt(Tix) for all xEA. Therefore T'EQ-Let S=iSu S2)EMiA).
Since ST=iSiTi, T2S2), we have
and so iST)' = S'oT'. If T' = 0, then 7r(r2x) =tt(x) o r = 0 and hence T2 = 0. Similarly Ti = 0 and therefore T=iTu T2)=0. It is easy to see that the mapping T->T' is an onto mapping. Therefore it is an isomorphism of MiA) onto Q. Since MiA) and Q are B*-algebras, by [7, p. 395, Theorem B] T-*T' is a *-isomorphism and therefore it is isometric by [6, p. 7, Proposition (1.3.7) ] and [6, p. 16 Notation. For any subset E of A, cU(P) (resp. cl(P)) will denote the closure of P in A (resp. 21). Since P is a proper subspace in I, it follows easily from [9, p. 101, Lemma (2.8.20) ] that P is a proper closed right ideal in B. Let 9î = cl(P). Then 3t is a proper closed right ideal in 33. Since S3 is a dual algebra, by [9, p. 105, Corollary (2.8.25 )], we have »= {£e«:£(3)C<5'}, where, <£' is a proper closed subspace in 3. Since B and 33 contain all operators with finite rank on I and 3, it follows easily that PC®' and so SCS'-Therefore ( § is a proper closed subspace in 3.
Let -ita (resp. 7r) be the canonical mapping of A into A** (resp. 21
into SI**). A** and 21** with the Arens product will be denoted by (A**,o) and (21**, *). Corollary 3.4 . Let A be the group algebra of a compact group. Then tta(A) is a two-sided ideal of (A**, o).
Proof. It is well known that A is a dual ^4*-algebra. Therefore the desired result follows from Theorem 3.3.
